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Overview

• Existing image aesthetics assessment 
datasets (e.g. AVA) contain mostly real-
world photos and few artworks.

• Existing artistic aesthetics assessment 
datasets (e.g. VAPS) are small in scale. 

Problems

Real-world Photos Artworks

Our work
To address the AIAA task, we propose a new dataset
and a new method:
• Boldbrush Artistic Image Dataset (BAID): our

dataset consists of 60,337 artworks annotated with
more than 360,000 votes.

• Style-specific Art Assessment Network (SAAN):
our method effectively exploit the style-specific
features and the generic aesthetic features of a
given artwork.



Introduction
Task: Artistic image aesthetics assessment (AIAA) requires
automatically evaluating the aesthetics score of an artwork.

Existing public AIAA datasets, e.g. Jenaesthetics (1,628 art
images) and VAPS (999 paintings), are not large enough to
meet the requirements of deep learning methods. AIAA
methods have not been adequately studied.

AIAA Models

Aesthetics score: ?



Boldbrush Artistic Image Dataset

BAID consists of 60,337 artworks annotated with

more than 360,000 votes. The proposed BAID is, to

our knowledge, the largest AIAA dataset, which far

exceeds existing IAA and AIAA datasets in the

quantity and quality of artworks.



Data Collection

• We collect the images from the Boldbrush website1,
which hosts a monthly artwork contest where certified
artists can upload their works and receive public votes
from online users.

• The aesthetics scores are converted from the votes
using a sigmoid-like way.

1 https://faso.com/boldbrush/popular



Discussion About Bias

The most frequently used painting media 
in BAID and the average score of artworks 
created in these media:

Correlation between scores and several 
hand-crafted features:



Style-specific Art Assessment Network
The proposed SAAN is composed of three modules:

• Style-specific Aesthetic Branch
• Generic Aesthetic Branch
• Spatial-information Fusion Module



Style-specific Art Assessment Network

Style-specific Aesthetic Branch:

• We adopt different backbones to
extract style feature and aesthetic
feature.

• We add an AdaIN layer to integrate
style information into the aesthetic
feature.



Style-specific Art Assessment Network

Generic Aesthetic Branch:
• Extracts the aesthetic features shared by common categories of artworks.
• A self-supervised learning scheme is adopted to pretrain the backbone.

Spatial-information Fusion Module:
• Non-local block before the Multi-Layer Perception (MLP).
• Fuse the spatial information and implicitly detect the composition of the artwork.



Self-supervised pretraining

Two pretext tasks:

• Distortion classification

• Intensity detection

Difference with related works1:

• Three levels of distortion

• Operations regarding global aesthetic
factors and art-related distortions

1 Revisiting image aes thetic assessment via self-supervised feature learning.  AAAI 2020



Distortion Visualization



Results comparison on BAID



Validation Results

We further validate the effectiveness of the proposed
style-specific aesthetic branch by making the style
input different from the original artwork.



Conclusion

The main contributions of our work are three-fold:
• We address the problem of artistic image aesthetics assessment, and introduce a new large-scale dataset BAID.

• We propose a style-specific artistic image assessment network called SAAN, which combines style-specific and

generic aesthetic features to evaluate artworks.

• We evaluate the state-of-the-art IAA approaches and our proposed method on the proposed BAID dataset. Our

model achieves promising results on all the metrics, which clearly demonstrates the validity of our model.

We hope our contributions will motivate the community to rethink AIAA and stimulate research with a

broader perspective.
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